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ABSTRACT
Summarizing a document within an allocated budget while main-
taining its major concepts is a challenging task. If the budget can
take any arbitrary value and not known beforehand, it becomes
even more difficult. Most of the existing methods for abstractive
summarization, including state-of-the-art neural networks are data
intensive. If the number of available training samples becomes lim-
ited, they fail to construct high-quality summaries. We propose
MLS, an end-to-end framework to generate abstractive summaries
with limited training data at arbitrary compression budgets. MLS
employs a pair of supervised sequence-to-sequence networks. The
first network called the MFS-Net constructs a minimal feasible sum-
mary by identifying the key concepts of the input document. The
second network called the Pointer-Magnifier then generates the
final summary from the minimal feasible summary by leveraging
an interpretable multi-headed attention model. Experiments on
two cross-domain datasets show that MLS outperforms baseline
methods over a range of success metrics including ROUGE and
METEOR. We observed an improvement of approximately 4% in
both metrics over the state-of-art convolutional network at lower
budgets. Results from a human evaluation study also establish the
effectiveness of MLS in generating complete coherent summaries
at arbitrary compression budgets.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The wealth of data available at a single click often adds to the infor-
mation overload problem [33]. Summarization is an intuitive way to
address this problem by constructing a condensed equivalent of the
available data. There are two main approaches for text summariza-
tion: extractive and abstractive approach. In extractive approach,
sentences are sampled from the input document, while in the ab-
stractive approach, the summary is not constrained by the vocabu-
lary of the input document. Great progress [8, 23, 28, 30] has been
made in recent years on abstractive summarization techniques. Var-
ious sequence-to-sequence networks with attention have been pro-
posed, ranging from RNN [28], BLSTM [30] network, and CNN [13]
with Gated Linear Units [9] to generate abstractive summaries. Con-
trolling the length of a summary while preserving its quality is one
of the most challenging but important aspects of abstractive summa-
rization. One of the most important real-world application of bud-
geted summarization is optimizing web content for varying screen-
sizes. Web content creators such as news portals, bloggers and on-
line advertisements agencies with target audience on multiple dig-
ital platforms (e.g. mobiles, laptops, smart-watches) are some of its
biggest benefactors. High variance in the screen-sizes available for
these devices makes it difficult to implement a solution to effectively
deliver textual content following a traditional supervised approach.
To employ sequence-to-sequence networks such as [23, 30] for
generating summaries at a given compression budget b ∈ (0, 1), we
need a parallel corpus of text documents and their corresponding
summaries at b. Constructing such a corpus for any given bud-
get (b < 1) is a resource intensive task that usually requires human
supervision. Repeating this process for all possible values of b to
account for the inherent variability makes it even more costly. Fur-
thermore, in many real world applications the allowed budget can
only be known at run-time. One of the current practices to get
around this problem is to generate a summary (s) independent of
the budget and then truncate it to account for the budget. Naive ap-
proaches such as this often produce incomplete and/or incoherent
summaries. We propose MLS, an end-to-end framework to con-
struct high-quality summaries at arbitrary compression budgets,
leveraging limited training data. Given a document S with N tokens
and a compression budget b ∈ (0, 1), the objective of our frame-
work is to generate an abstractive summary (sb ) of S , such that the
following conditions are satisfied:
C1: Information redundancy is minimized with respect to S .
C2: Coverage of the major topics of S is maximized.
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C3: sb is maximal with respect to the allocated budget i.e.,|sb |
N ≤ b & ∄ sc such that |sb |N < |sc |N ≤ b without worsening the
first two conditions.
Conditions C1 and C2 ensure that the qualities of a good sum-
mary is preserved in sb . Whereas, C3 ensures that sb is the largest
possible summary within the allocated budget without compro-
mising its quality. MLS takes a prototype-driven approach [19, 29]
towards summarization. In simple words, summaries at specified
compression budgets are constructed using a prototype-text as
guide. We call it the minimal feasible summary (mf s) of the docu-
ment. Contrary to previous works that followed a similar approach,
the minimal feasible summary is not a bag of keywords extracted
from the document. It is a coherent and complete summary repre-
senting the most prevalent concepts of the input document.
MLS constructs abstractive summaries of a document S at a speci-
fied budget in two steps. A sequence-to-sequence network, referred
as theMFS-Net constructs theminimal feasible summary (mf s) first.
It is an abstractive summary of the input document that captures
its key concepts while maintaining coherence and fluency. MFS-
Net is an LSTM-based encoder-decoder network similar to [30]
with one key difference. We pretrain it on the CNN-DailyMail
dataset [23] first and then fine-tune (L1-transfer of encoder-decoder
weights [26]) on the experimental dataset to construct the minimal
feasible summary, allowing us to obtain good generalization capa-
bilities in the final summaries with significantly small training set
(refer to Section 4). A second network called the Pointer-Magnifier
network constructs the final budgeted summary (sb ) from mf s
using attention [32]. It is a sequence-to-sequence network with
interpretable, multi-headed attention. Each attention-head repre-
sents a desirable quality in the final summary. Sentences inmf s
are copied or expanded depending on the budget to construct the
final summary. To summarize, the main contributions of this work
are as follows:
• We propose MLS, an end-to-end framework to construct ab-
stractive summaries with limited number of training samples
at arbitrary compression budgets.
• We develop an interpretable multi-headed attention mech-
anism to construct budgeted summaries from the minimal
feasible summary.
• Results show that MLS generated summaries are coherent
and complete, corroborated by human evaluation at multiple
compression budgets. Better results are observed when the
desired length is short.
We evaluated our framework on three cross-domain datasets.
Results show that MLS performed competitively or better against a
number of baseline methods with limited training data. Subsequent
human evaluation of MLS generated summaries further establishes
that we were able to generate coherent, grammatically correct
summaries for a range of compression budgets for all datasets.
2 RELATEDWORKS
From handcrafted features to deep learning based methods, text
summarization has garnered a lot of attention from researchers in
recent times. In this section, we will review some of these works.
Document structure: Most of the earlier approaches towards gen-
erating summaries at multiple resolutions leveraged the physical
Input text
police are hunting a man aged between 50 and 60 suspected of
robbing a bank in broad daylight and running off with Âč3,000
in cash. the robbery took place at 12.30pm at a lloyds bank branch
in fairwater, cardiff, police said. detectives have issued cctv images
of the suspect, who is 50 to 60, 5ft 9in to 6ft and was wearing
black clothing. the white male suspect, who has greying black
hair and wore glasses, was captured on camera inside the bank.
detectives said no one was injured during the robbery and they were
‘confident’ the public would be able to identify the suspect. detective
sergeant andy miles, from fairwater cid, said: ‘inquiries are continuing
to identify the culprit. the cctv is clear and i am confident that members
of the public will know his identity. i can confirm there have been no
reports of any injuries as a result of the incident. while incidents of this
nature are rare in south wales, when they do occur we will investigate
them thoroughly to trace whoever is responsible’. (truncated)
Summary at compression budget = 18
robbery took place at 12.30pm at a lloyds bank branch in fairwater, cardiff.
detectives have issued cctv images of the suspect, who is 50 to 60.
Summary at compression budget = 12
police are hunting a man aged between 50 and 60 suspected of robbing a
bank in broad daylight and running off with Âč3,000 in cash. the robbery
took place at 12.30pm at a lloyds bank branch in fairwater, cardiff, police
said. the white male suspect, who has greying black hair and wore glasses,
was captured on camera inside the bank. detectives have issued cctv
images of the suspect, who is 50 to 60, 5ft 9in to 6ft and was wearing black
clothing. detective sergeant andy miles, from fairwater cid, said: ‘inquiries
are continuing to identify the culprit.
Minimal feasible summary
robbery took place at 12.30pm at a lloyds bank branch in fairwater ,
cardiff. detectives have issued cctv images of the suspect , who is 50 to
60. detective sergeant andy miles , from fairwater cid , said : ’ inquiries
are continuing to identify the culprit.
Figure 1: MLS constructs summaries at different compres-
sion budgets for a document (truncated for illustration
purposes) by copying from or expanding its minimal
feasible summary using attention. The highlighted parts of
the summary at budget = 18 represent sentences that were
copied from the minimal feasible summary. The boldfaced
sentences in the input text were included to the summary
at budget = 12 following an expansion operation
structure of the document. In [4], Buyukkokten et al. used HTML
tags to identify the structural components of a document from its
DOM-tree. The structural tags were then leveraged to generate
summaries at different compression budgets. Physical structure of
the document was also leveraged by Yang et al. [34] to construct
summaries for mobile devices. Multi-level summaries were con-
structed by iteratively adding finer details to a skeleton summary.
Contrary to these methods, we do not make any assumption on the
physical structure of a document.
Incremental summarization : One of the earlier efforts to summa-
rize a document at multiple budgets was proposed by Otterbacher
et al. [24]. A tree-like structure was constructed for each document
2
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to select sentences from each level to construct summaries incre-
mentally. Campana et al. [5] proposed a sampling based approach
to generate personalized summaries by taking user-specific inter-
action model and information need into consideration. Summaries
generated by these methods are extractive in nature. Moreover,
they cannot generate summaries at arbitrary compression budgets.
Supervised methods : Kikuchi et al. [16] were the first to propose
a supervised approach for budget controlled abstractive summa-
rization using length embeddings. Fan et al. [11] also used length
embeddings as an additional input for controlling the length of the
final summary. Their method, however, cannot generate summaries
at arbitrary budgets, rather approximates the length constraints
within a set of predefined ranges. Liu et al. [20] proposed a convolu-
tional architecture with Gated Linear Units following a similar ap-
proach. Desired length of the final summary is fed as an input to the
decoder’s initial state. Contrary to these methods, MLS shares some
high-level intuition with extract-then-compress methods [19, 21].
Earlier attempts in this paradigm used Hidden Markov Models and
rule-based systems [15], statistical models [17], and integer linear
programming based methods [1]. More recently, researchers [6, 7]
have proposed neural models to select the most salient sentences
from the document and then compress/rewrite them using a second
neural network. However, these methods cannot construct sum-
maries at specified budgets. This has been recently addressed by
Saito et al. [29]. They were able to generate abstractive summaries
at specified lengths following a prototype-driven natural language
generation approach [12]. To construct a summary of length K
(tokens), they extract top-K keywords from the document first,
and then generate an abstractive summary using an LSTM based
encoder-decoder model [30]. One of the limitations of this approach
is finding the optimal number of keywords to be extracted. As there
is a direct relationship between the quality of the prototype-text
and the final summary, setting K close to the length of the gold-
standard summary is critical for optimal performance. MLS gets
around this by inferring the length of the minimal feasible sum-
mary using a supervised neural network trained on gold-standard
summaries to infer when to output the EOS (end of summary) token
for each document. Using a supervised neural network to obtain
the prototype-text also improves the quality of the final summary.
3 PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The first network in our framework i.e., the MFS-Net constructs
a prototype-summary of the input document, called the minimal
feasible summary (mf s) independent of the allocated budget. We
describe it in Section 3.1. The Pointer-Magnifier network then gen-
erates the final summary (sb ) at the specified budget b frommf s
using a multi-headed attention model. We will discuss this in Sec-
tion 3.2. Both networks are trained separately.
3.1 Overview of the MFS-Net
We extend the BLSTM-based encoder-decoder model with attention
proposed in [30] to construct the minimal feasible summary. The
encoder network (blue rectangles in Fig. 2) takes a multi-sentence
document as input, coverts it to lowercase, tokenizes it, processes
each token sequentially and updates its hidden states. The decoder
network (pink rectangles in Fig. 2) constructs the minimal feasible
summary, one token at a time by soft-selection between the input
document and an external vocabulary. Named entities in the input
Figure 2: MLS architecture. MFS-Net i.e., network on the left
constructs the minimal feasible summary (mfs) of the input
document. The Pointer-Magnifier network i.e., network on
the right constructs the final budgeted summary from mfs
text are anonymized [30] before feeding it to the encoder network.
An overview of the architecture is shown in Fig 2. We will describe
how the minimal feasible summary is constructed below.
Attention distribution over the input document: Upon
Upon encountering a token from the input document at timestep t ,
hidden states of the encoder network are updated using Eq. 1 to 3.
Each hidden state is represented using a 256-dimensional vector.
®ot = σ (W Tso ®st +W Tho ®ht−1 + b
T
o ) (1)
®ct = ®ft ◦ ®ct−1 + ®it ◦ σ (W Tsc ®st +W Thc ®ht−1 + bTc ) (2)
®ht = ®ot ◦ σ (®ct ) (3)
Wsc andWhc , and bc are learnable parameters, ◦ denotes the
Hadamard product, and σ represents the activation function. Dur-
ing inference, the decoder network takes the last encoder hidden
state as input, updates its hidden state and derives the next token to
be included inmf s using beam-search. If hi and st denote the last
hidden state of the encoder and the decoder network at timestep t ,
attention distribution at over the input text is computed as follows.
®a t = softmax( ®v T · tanh(Wh ®hi +Ws ®st +Wc ®c t + battn )) (4)
®c t = Σt−1i=0 ®a i (5)
®a t represents the probability distribution of copying a token
from the input text at timestep t .Wh ,Ws ,Wc and battn are learn-
able parameters. ®c t represents the coverage-vector, introduced tn
the attention distribution to avoid repetition in the summary.
Generation fromexternal vocabulary: Let
Let, ®Pvocab represents the probability distribution of tokens in an
external vocabulary at timestep t . We compute it as follows.
®h ∗i = Σi ®a ti ®hi (6)
®Pvocab = smax(W2W1W0 < ®st , ®h ∗i > +b0 + b1 + b2) (7)
P (w ) = ®Pvocab (w ) (8)
®Pvocab is computed by forward propagating the context-vector (®h ∗i )
concatenated with the decoder hidden state (®st ) through three fully-
connected layers. For each mini-batch, the external vocabulary
consists of tokens that appeared in that batch and the top-k most
frequent tokens from a target dictionary. In our setup, the target
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dictionary was made up of top 80K tokens appearing in the train-
ing samples of the experimental dataset, dataset the network was
pretrained on, and their gold-standard summaries.
Soft-selection between copying and generation: The
The final probability P(w∗) of including a token w∗ into mf s at
timestep t is defined as a weighted sum of the attention distribu-
tion (®a t ) over the input text and the generation probability of the
external vocabulary as follows.
P (w∗) = pд · ®Pvocab (w∗) + (1 − pд ) · Σj :wj=w∗ ®a tj (9)
pд = σ (wTh∗t
®h ∗t +wTs ®st +wTx ®xt + bptr ) (10)
pд ∈ [0, 1] acts as a soft-switch between generating a token
from the external vocabulary and copying from the input text. This
mixture model approach allows us to copy while simultaneously
consulting the language model, enabling operations like stitching,
truncation, and paraphrasing to be performedwith reasonable gram-
matical accuracy (see Fig. 1 for an example). We used beam-search
with a beam-size of 4 to select the next token during inference.
Pretraining, learning objective andparameter settings: We
We aim to minimize the negative log-likelihood of the next token to
be included at each timestep. The learning objective used to train
our network is defined as follows:
losst = −loдP (w ∗) + λ · Σimin( ®a ti , ®c ti ) (11)
In Eq. 11, λ is a regularization term. The value of λ is gradu-
ally increased at later epochs during the training process. One of
the major differences between MFS-Net and [30] is its training
procedure. To construct the minimal feasible summary using lim-
ited training samples available for a dataset Dt , we train MFS-Net
following the principles of transfer learning [26]. Specifically, the
network is trained on the CNN-DailyMail corpus [23]. This pre-
trained network is then fine-tuned on the training samples from Dt .
All encoder-decoder weights are allowed to be updated. The ex-
ternal vocabulary for training MFS-Net consisted of the top 80K
most frequent tokens that appeared in the training samples of the
CNN-DailyMail dataset or Dt or both. It is worth mentioning here
that we cannot use a different vocabulary during the fine-tuning
stage as indexing of the tokens may be different. During inference,
if an out-of-vocabulary word is encountered by the network then
Pvocab (w∗) = 0. The probability of including that word in the sum-
mary therefore depends on the attention distribution of the input
text (see Eq. 9).
Implementation details: We used Adagrad [10] to train our net-
work. The learning-rate and initial accumulator value were set to
0.15 and 0.1. Our network was trained on a single NVIDIA Titan-XP
GPU with a batch size of 16. At each timestep the encoder read
400 tokens, and the decoder generated 100 tokens. Validation loss
was used to implement early stopping. To prevent overfitting, train-
ing was stopped after 3000 epochs during the fine-tuning stage.
An example of the minimal feasible summary constructed by the
MFS-Net is shown in Fig. 1.
3.2 The Pointer-Magnifier Network
The task of generating the final summary (sb ) at compression bud-
get b is the responsibility of the Pointer-Magnifier network. It is a
sequence-to-sequence network with multi-headed attention [32].
Each attention-head represents a desirable quality in the final sum-
mary (see C1 and C2 in Section 1). The network consists of a multi-
plex layer, a stacked encoder and a decoder layer. We will describe
each in details in the following sections. Each sentence inmf s is
processed sequentially until the EOS (end of summary) token is
encountered. During inference, a sentence frommf s is copied or
expanded to a set of similar sentences from the input document
based on the remaining budget. An overview of the network is
shown in Fig. 2.
TheMultiplex Layer: The
The multiplex layer (M) is a nested matrix of dimensions m × 3.
Each row of M represents an optimizable property Φi of the fi-
nal summary. A row i inM contains information on how to take
this property Φi into account when computing the final attention
distribution. Each row contains (a) a distance-metric (disti ), (b) a
scalar value (wi ), and (c) a query-matrix ( ®Qi ). ®Qi computes the
contribution of a sentence towards optimizing Φi , disti represents
the metric used for this computation, and wi denotes its relative
importance in the final attention distribution. We definewi such
that −1 ≤ wi ≤ 1,∀i and Σmi wi = 1.
Figure 3: The encoder module in the Pointer-Magnifier net-
work consists ofm encoder-blocks. Each block corresponds
to an attention-head in the multiplex layer. An encoder-
block (shown on the left) consists of an embedding layer and
a local-attention layer followed by a normalization layer
We identify three such properties. They are as follows: (1) topic-
coverage (Φ1), (2) keyword-coverage (Φ2), and (3) information re-
dundancy (Φ3). The query-matrix ( ®Q1) for measuring the contribu-
tion of a sentence towards topic-coverage is a matrix of dimensions
3 × 300. Each row of ®Q1 represents one of the three most dominant
topic vectors of the input document. Symmetric KL-divergence is
used as the distance metric. We used the unsupervised LDA-model
by Blei et al. [2] to compute ®Q1. The query-matrix ( ®Q2) used for
measuring keyword-coverage is a single-dimension fixed-length
vector of length 50. Each component of ®Q2 represents the relative
term frequency of one of the top-50 most frequent keywords in
the input document. Symmetric KL-divergence is used as the dis-
tance metric for this computation. We used RAKE [27], a publicly
available open-source library to construct ®Q2 for each document.
Lastly, the query-matrix ®Q3 for measuring redundancy is of dimen-
sions P × 300. Each row of ®Q3 represents a sentence embedding
vector from the input document.We used the distributional memory
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model [18] trained on English Wikipedia to generate the embed-
ding vector for each sentence. Cosine similarity was used as the
distance metric.1 The scalar values w1,w2 and w3 depend on the
experimental dataset and is learned by performing grid-search over
the interval [−1, 1]. Each row in the multiplex layer is associated
with an attention-head. We will discuss how the final attention
distribution is computed by combining local-attention from these
attention-heads in the following sections.
StackedEncoder Layer: The
Our encoder layer containsm parallel encoder-blocks. Each encoder-
block consists of an embedding layer followed by a local-attention
layer. At each timestep t during inference, a sentence frommf s
is introduced to the embedding layer. A fixed-length embedding-
vector ( ®Vi ) is generated and propagated to the local-attention layer.
The query-matrix ®Qi and metric disti associated with Φi , the ith
indexed property inM is retrieved and local-attention (ci ) is com-
puted as follows.
®Ct,i = 1r Σ
r
j=1 disti ( ®Vi , ®Qi
T [j]) (12)
ci =
1
ni
Σ
ni
j=1( ®Ct,i [j]) (13)
For a sentence embedding vector ®Vi of length ni and a query-
matrixQi of dimensions r ×ni , ®Ct,i is a matrix of dimensions 1×ni .
We compute local-attention ci for the sentence by taking column-
wise average of the matrix ®Ct,i . This is repeated for all sentences
until the EOS (end of summary) token in encountered. The distri-
bution [c1, c2..cm ] obtained from this process is then normalized
to get the local-attention distribution ®Ci overmf s . Similar distri-
butions are obtained from allm encoder-blocks. The final attention
distribution is then computed as follows.
®A∗ = 1
m
Σmi ( ®Ci ·wi ) (14)
®A = norm( ®A∗) (15)
We compute the final attention distribution ( ®At ) overmf s by nor-
malizing the weighted average of the local-attention distributions
from each encoder-block. Positional information of each sentence
is maintained during this computation. wi represents the weight
of the ith attention-head (as indexed in M) in the final attention
distribution. It is worth noting here that there is a dedicated path-
way for each attention-head in our encoder architecture; from the
multiplex layer to the local-attention layer of every encoder-block.
This allows us to parallelize and speed-up the inference process.
StackedDecoder Layer: The
Architecture of our decoder layer is similar to the encoder. The
decoder-layer consists ofm parallel decoder-blocks. Each block con-
sists of an embedding layer followed by a local-attention layer.
Parameters of the ith encoder and decoder-blocks are shared. Con-
trary to the MFS-Net, the Pointer-Magnifier network constructs
the final summary using sentence-level attention.
Definition 1: We define the compression ratio (CRmf s ) of the
minimal feasible summary as follows.
1it is worth noting here that our choice of query matrices is driven by limiting
ourselves to models that are either unsupervised or utilize limited training sample;
other methods with the same constraints can also be used
CRmf s =
|mf s |
N
(16)
In Eq. 16, |mf s | and N denote the number of tokens in the mini-
mal feasible summary and the input document respectively.
Copying from the minimal feasible summary: During inference,
the probability of copying a sentence st frommf s at timestep t is
defined as follows.
Pmf s = ®A t (17)
P (s t ) = softmax(Pmf s [s t ]) (18)
®A t represents the attention distribution at timestep t . Initialized
as ®A (from Eq. 15), the attention distribution is updated at each
timestep when a sentence frommf s is included to the final sum-
mary. To update the attention distribution at timestep t after the
inclusion of sentence st into the final summary, we set the attention
at st to 0 and re-normalize the distribution. Positional information
of each sentence is maintained.
Expanding a sentence from theminimal feasible summary: IfCRmf s
is less than the allocated budget b at timestep 0, a sentence inmf s
can be ‘expanded’ to a set of coherent sentences (Se ) from the input
document and included in the final summary. Let, ®v ki denote the
fixed-length vector representation of the kth sentence in Se by the
embedding-layer of the ith decoder-block. The probability P(Se )
of including Se in the summary is computed as follows.
®C ei,k =
1
r
Σrj=1 disti ( ®vi k , ®Qi
T [j]) (19)
c ei,k =
1
ni
Σ
ni
j=1( ®C ei,k [j]) (20)
®Qi is the query-matrix of dimensions r × ni , shared between
the ith encoder and decoder-block, vi is a fixed-length vector of
length ni . The decoder-block utilizes the shared attention-head to
compute ®c ei . It is the normalized (see Eq. 20) distribution [c ei,1, c ei,2...]
computed from each sentence in Se , 1 ≤ i ≤ m. The probability of
including Se in the final summary is defined as the average (see
Eq. 22) of the inclusion probabilities of all sentences in Se .
®A e = norm( 1
m
Σmi=1 (®c ei ·wi )) (21)
P (Se ) = 1
sizeof(Se )Σ
sizeof(Se )
k=1
®A e [k ] (22)
Definition 2: For each sentence st inmf s , the expansion-set Se is
a mutually exclusive n-gram of sentences from the input document
that are similar to st . sizeof(Se ) is therefore equal to n in Eq. 22.
To determine the expansion-set of st , we perform beam-search
over all possible n-gram of sentences in the input document with
the following objective: maximize the number of token overlaps
with st weighted by its average pairwise cosine similarity. To re-
move ‘across-sentenceâĂŹ repetitions, we apply a reranking strat-
egy similar to Chen et al. [6]. We keep all β candidates gener-
ated by beam search, where β is the size of the beam. Next, we
rerank all combinations of summaries generated by including an
expansion-set candidate into the partially constructed summary.
Each summary generated this way is then reranked by the number
of repeated n-grams, the smaller the better.
Soft-selection between copying and expansion: The final probabil-
ity P(s∗) of including a sentence s∗ or its expansion-set Se (s∗) into
5
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Dataset Metric Budget = 1/32 Budget = 1/16 Budget = 1/8 Budget = 1/4 Budget = 1/2
MLS A1 A2 A3 MLS A1 A2 A3 MLS A1 A2 A3 MLS A1 A2 A3 MLS A1 A2 A3
D1
ROUGE-1 45.99 23.44 37.46 41.65 45.99 30.5 37.68 43.07 45.99 31.27 38.05 43.50 46.11 41.86 43.95 44.10 45.67 40.67 41.13 45.50
ROUGE-2 35.97 14.79 22.59 30.65 35.97 20.77 25.50 30.65 35.98 22.95 29.14 33.50 35.6 27.57 32.36 34.50 36.7 29.38 31.02 35.02
ROUGE-L 40.89 21.35 32.38 37.65 42.50 27.9 33.07 38.92 43.01 36.25 37.62 43.50 42.83 38.83 40.95 41.07 40.18 39.60 40.74 41.50
METEOR 47.12 18.91 24.22 45.51 47.12 13.07 25.02 45.60 46.50 20.89 30.86 43.88 46.61 27.26 33.05 44.65 45.71 27.84 32.95 45.39
D2
ROUGE-1 40.25 16.20 21.06 35.60 40.0 17.08 22.0 36.0 40.25 22.59 28.10 39.72 41.01 23.55 27.83 38.50 44.36 29.53 32.75 44.06
ROUGE-2 33.25 11.25 17.22 26.50 34.50 12.0 16.75 30.05 35.67 14.60 19.01 31.80 36.0 17.90 20.06 31.0 38.70 20.67 23.46 36.44
ROUGE-L 37.17 14.50 19.06 33.67 37.0 15.60 20.55 35.70 37.05 21.65 20.26 34.33 37.96 21.87 22.60 32.77 41.50 26.04 27.17 39.75
METEOR 40.22 12.68 24.33 35.05 44.82 15.17 23.22 42.90 44.82 11.96 30.79 42.0 42.88 24.20 21.83 38.05 44.79 28.08 25.82 45.70
Table 1: Experimental results on the MSR-Narrative (D1) and Thinking Machines (D2) dataset by MLS (highlighted col-
umn), Budgeted Systematic Sampling (A1), PageRank-guided Sampling (A2) and a pretrained Convolutional Seq-to-Seq
model [20] (A3). The best performance achieved for each metric is shown in boldface
the final summary at timestep t is defined as a weighted sum of the
probability distribution overmf s and Se .
P (s∗) = max(0, sgn(b −CRmf s )) × pe × P (Se ) + (1 − pe ) × ®A t [s∗] (23)
pe =
{
max(P (Se ), ®A t [s∗]) i f |Mt |×(b−CRt )µ |Se | ≥ 1
0 otherwise
(24)
In Eq. 23, 0 < b < 1 denotes the compression budget allocated
for the final summary and sgn denotes the sign function. Sentences
inmf s are processed sequentially based on the position they ap-
peared. For each timestep t , a sentence inmf s is copied or expanded
to Se and included in the budgeted summary. If the allocated com-
pression budget (b) is less than CRmf s i.e., the compression ratio
ofmf s , probability of including a sentence in the final summary
depends on the attention distribution of sentences frommf s not yet
included in the final summary. Otherwise, pe acts as a soft-switch
between copying or expanding a sentence from the minimal feasible
summary. A sentence inmf s is expanded only if it does not vio-
late (see Eq. 24) the remaining budget. Otherwise, the inclusion prob-
ability of that sentence depends on the attention distribution ( ®A t )
ofmf s . In Eq. 24, µ |Se | andMt denote the average number of tokens
in the expansion-set and the sentences that have not been included
or expanded into the summary till timestep t − 1 respectively. CRt
represents the compression ratio of the partially constructed sum-
mary till timestep t −1. Once the inclusion probability of a sentence
(or its expansion set) is computed, the decoder attends to the po-
sition with the highest probability and includes it in the final sum-
mary. Generation stops once the allocated budget has been reached.
Implementation details: The learnable parameterswi , 1 ≤ i ≤ m
are pretrained on the CNN-DailyMail dataset first. We learn the
optimal values of these parameters by performing grid-search over
the interval [-1,1], minimizing the F1 score of the ROUGE-1 value
on the cross-validation dataset. All parameters are initialized with
the value 1m . For both of our datasets, the local-attention weights
associated to topic-coverage (w1) and keyword-coverage (w2) were
positive numbers, whereas information redundancy (w3) was as-
signed a negative weight.We set the cardinality of the expansion-set
to 3 in our experiments and change it to 2 during the later iterations.
4 EXPERIMENTS
We seek to answer three key questions in our experiments. Given a
summary sb at compression budget b: (a) how good is the quality
of the summary sb?, (b) is the summary coherent and complete?
(c) how abstractive is sb? We answer the first two questions by
evaluating MLS generated summaries (Sections 4.3 and 4.4) on
two publicly available datasets for five compression budgets. The
third key question is answered by computing the percentage of
tokens introduced from the external vocabulary in Section 4.5. We
also performed a human evaluation of the summaries at multiple
compression budgets and present our findings in Section 4.6.
Index Dataset Size Max Median Mean
D1 MSR Narrative 476 130 15 18.65
D2 Thinking Machines 186 82 33 33.23
D3 CNN-DailyMail 312804 221 24 28.24
Table 2: Dataset statistics: The minimum, maximum, me-
dian, and average number of sentences in each dataset.
4.1 Experiment design
4.1.1 Datasets: We evaluate MLS on two publicly available cross-
domain datasets: the MSR-Narrative dataset [25] (D1) and the
Thinking-Machines dataset [3] (D2). We used the CNN-DailyMail
dataset [23] for pretraining the MFS-Net in our framework. Each
of these contain documents from a separate domain. The CNN-
DailyMail dataset contains 312,804 online news articles collected
from two national news websites. 287,226 articles were used to
construct the training corpus, the test corpus contained 11490 ar-
ticles. The MSR-Narrative dataset contains 476 personal stories
shared by users of the social network Reddit.Whereas, the Thinking-
Machines dataset contains 186 op-ed articles by different authors
on a popular topic published in an educational website. 25% of the
documents were randomly selected to construct the training corpus
for both datasets. Some of the significant summary statistics of our
experimental datasets are shown in Table 2.
4.1.2 Metrics: We evaluate the quality of our summary by com-
puting the average F1 score for ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L
metrics against gold-standard summaries. Given an input document,
abstractive summarization may create summaries that donâĂŹt
share many words but have the same meaning. Therefore, it is
important to capture semantic similarity beyond n-grams. ROUGE
metrics fail to take this into account [35]. We introduced METEOR
score in our test suite to complement this aspect. We used the py-
rouge library2 to compute ROUGE scores. The nltk library3 was
used for computing METEOR scores in our experimental setup. To
2https://pypi.org/project/py-rouge/
3https://www.nltk.org/_modules/nltk/translate/meteor_score.html
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Dataset Metric Budget = 1/32 Budget = 1/16 Budget = 1/8 Budget = 1/4 Budget = 1/2
MLS A1 A2 A3 MLS A1 A2 A3 MLS A1 A2 A3 MLS A1 A2 A3 MLS A1 A2 A3
D1
Topic 0.12 0.28 0.29 0.21 0.12 0.27 0.27 0.20 0.12 0.26 0.23 0.15 0.13 0.21 0.19 0.18 0.13 0.21 0.21 0.18
Sentiment 0.09 0.22 0.19 0.11 0.09 0.23 0.15 0.13 0.09 0.19 0.15 0.12 0.1 0.14 0.12 0.1 0.16 0.07 0.17 0.13
∆Coherence 0.08 0.3 0.20 0.11 0.08 0.26 0.18 0.09 0.08 0.21 0.11 0.07 0.09 0.13 0.10 0.12 0.1 0.06 0.09 0.1
D2
Topic 0.05 0.27 0.24 0.15 0.05 0.27 0.25 0.16 0.05 0.17 0.2 0.12 0.05 0.08 0.08 0.11 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.10
Sentiment 0.03 0.24 0.16 0.10 0.03 0.21 0.13 0.07 0.03 0.12 0.15 0.04 0.03 0.06 0.08 0.05 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.03
∆Coherence 0.03 0.27 0.20 0.05 0.03 0.18 0.12 0.10 0.03 0.09 0.09 0.05 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.04
Table 3: Experimental results on the MSR-Narrative (D1) and Thinking Machines (D2) dataset by MLS (highlighted col-
umn), Budgeted Systematic Sampling (A1), PageRank-guided Sampling (A2) and a pretrained Convolutional Seq-to-Seq
model [20] (A3). The best performance achieved for eachmetric is shown in boldface, ∆Coherence denotes the average absolute
difference between semantic coherence scores, ‘Topic’ and ‘Sentiment’ denote the average KL-divergence score between topic
and polarity distributions of a summary and the input document
evaluate the completeness of our summaries, we compute the av-
erage KL-divergence between the top-3 topic vectors (normalized)
from the summary and the input document. A good summary is
coherent and follows the narrative style of its source document. We
measure coherence by computing the average pairwise cosine simi-
larity between consecutive sentences [31] and sentiment polarity
distribution of a summary. For both metrics, scores obtained from
the summary were compared against the input document. We re-
port the absolute difference between the average pairwise similarity
score computed for a summary and the input document. Whereas,
the symmetric KL-divergence score between the sentiment polarity
distribution obtained from the summary and the input document is
reported for the second metric. We used a using a publicly available
sentiment analysis tool [14] to obtain the polarity of a document.
4.2 Baselines
Budgeted Systematic Sampling (A1) :A systematic sampling ap-
proach is undertaken following the expand-till-it-is-allowed princi-
ple. Initialized with a sentence randomly chosen from the first k sen-
tences of the input document, the budgeted summary is constructed
by sampling the kth sentence from the last sampled position at each
round until the allocated budget is met.We set the value ofk equal to
the 3 i.e., size of the expansion-set in the Pointer-Magnifier network.
PageRank-guided Sampling (A2) :Weextend the TextRank [22]
algorithm to construct summaries at a specified budget. Each sen-
tence in the input document is represented as a node in an undi-
rected complete graph, where the edge between two nodes is as-
signed a weight equal to the cosine similarity between them. We
construct the final summary by sampling the top K nodes within
the specified budget using the weighted PageRank algorithm.
Seq-to-seq model with length control (A3) : This is a super-
vised method for abstractive summarization proposed by Liu et
al. [20] that employs a convolutional sequence-to-sequence model
with Gated Linear Units [9] to construct budgeted summaries of
arbitrary lengths. Desired summary length is fed as an additional
input to the decoder. We followed a training procedure similar
to MFS-Net for this model i.e., the network was trained on gold-
standard summaries from the CNN-DailyMail dataset first and then
fine-tuned on a limited training set from the experimental dataset.
4.3 Experimental Results 1
To measure its capability of generating high-quality summaries,
we compared MLS against each baseline method on four metrics
(a) MSR-Narrative (b) Thinking Machines
Figure 4: Percentage of novel word n-grams and sentences
in our summaries at five compression budgets
(ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, ROUGE-L and METEOR) at five compression
budgets. Results are shown in Table 1. We highlight some of the
key findings in the following section.
Abstractive methods performed better: In terms of gener-
ating high-quality summaries, abstractive methods (MLS and A3)
performed better than sampling-based methods for constructing
budgeted summaries at all compression budgets.
MLS performed better at smaller budgets: MLS performed
consistently well on all budgets. However, performance was better
on smaller budgets. We observed a relative improvement of at least
4% on all metrics against the convolutional baseline (A3) at the
budget of 132 . Averaged over all compression budgets, we obtained
an absolute improvement of approximately 2.40% in ROUGE-1 score
on both datasets. An improvement of 1.49% and 2.77%were observed
over A3 in METEOR score for datasets D1 and D2 respectively. As
the length of the summaries increased, we performed competitively
with the convolutional baseline (A3).
Good generalization using limited training data: To gen-
erate budgeted summaries with limited training samples, we pre-
trained our framework on the CNN-DailyMail dataset and then
fine-tuned it on our experimental datasets. End-to-end results in
Table 1 show that we were able to obtain summaries with desirable
qualities for both datasets over a range of evaluation metrics. We
further investigate the quality of MLS generated summaries by
performing a human evaluation study in Section 4.6.
4.4 Experimental Results 2
We measured the coherence and completeness of a budgeted sum-
mary using three metrics. For each of these metrics, the score ob-
tained from each document was compared against the input docu-
ment for five compression budgets. A smaller score signifies better
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Dataset Metric Budget = 1/32 Budget = 1/16 Budget = 1/8 Budget = 1/4 Budget = 1/2
MLS MLS† MLS MLS† MLS MLS† MLS MLS† MLS MLS†
D1
ROUGE-1 45.99 17.60 45.99 17.60 45.99 16.62 46.11 17.75 45.67 17.81
ROUGE-2 35.97 10.50 35.97 11.50 35.98 10.25 35.6 10.06 36.7 11.06
ROUGE-L 40.89 15.41 42.50 14.09 43.01 13.09 42.83 14.83 40.18 15.95
METEOR 47.12 18.06 47.12 18.50 46.50 19.02 46.61 18.10 45.71 19.67
D2
ROUGE-1 40.25 14.88 40.0 14.50 40.25 14.02 41.01 13.86 44.36 15.05
ROUGE-2 33.25 9.05 34.50 9.88 35.67 10.02 36.0 9.57 38.70 10.25
ROUGE-L 37.17 11.02 37.0 11.90 37.05 12.22 37.96 12.28 41.50 12.67
METEOR 40.22 15.06 44.82 14.99 44.82 15.75 42.88 14.99 44.79 15.20
Table 4: Experimental results on the MSR-Narrative (D1) and Thinking Machines (D2) dataset by MLS (highlighted column)
and MLS†. The best performance achieved for each metric is shown in boldface
(a) MSR-Narrative (b) Thinking Machines
Figure 5: MLS outperforms the ablative baseline MLS+ at all
compression budgets for both datasets
performance by a competing method for these three metrics. We
present the results obtained from this experiment in Table 3. Some
of the key takeaways from this experiment are as follows.
Topic coverage is better in MLS: Compared to our abstractive
baseline (A3), MLS performed well for all compression budgets
in covering the main concepts of the document. Improvement in
performance was significant at lower compression budgets. More
specifically, MLS was approximately at least 75% more accurate in
capturing the main concepts of the input document in summaries
at lower compression budgets than A3 for both datasets. We also
outperformed both sampling based baselines. Performance became
comparable at higher budgets. This is due to the fact that more
sentences from the minimal feasible summary were expanded to
be include in the final summary at higher compression budgets.
MLS generated summaries are coherent: A good summary
shoudl be coherent and follow the narrative style of its source docu-
ment. The bottom two rows in Table 3 for each dataset evaluates the
coherence of summaries generated by all competingmethods on our
experimental datasets. Results show that MLS generates coherent
summaries from the input document at all budgets. Improvement
in the quality of summaries in this aspect is significant compared
to our sampling-based baselines A1 and A2. We will examine this
aspect further by a human evaluation study in Section 4.6.
4.5 Experimental Results 3
Abstractiveness of the summaries:We evaluate the abstractive-
ness of a summary by measuring the percentage of novel word
n-grams and sentences included in the final summary in Fig. 4. We
observe that the percentage of novel n-grams and sentences in the
final summaries increases with the allocated budget. For the MSR-
Narrative dataset 44.63% of sentences were novel in summaries
constructed at a budget of 0.5. Whereas, 11.5% of all sentences were
novel in summaries constructed at a budget of 116 .
Effect of pretraining: To isolate gains in end-to-end perfor-
mance due to pretraining on the CNN-DailyMail dataset, we com-
pare against MLS†, a baseline identical to MLS without any pretrain-
ing. Results of this experiment is shown in Table 4. We observed
significant improvement over MLS†, thus establishing that pretrain-
ing helps improve the quality of our summaries. The effect on per-
formance is apparent for all compression budgets in our test suite.
Quality of the minimal feasible summary:We evaluate the
extent to which quality of the final summaries depend onmf s by
comparing it against an ablative baseline MLS+. Instead of the MFS-
Net, a fixed-length minimal feasible summary is constructed by
MLS+ following a greedy sampling based heuristics [24]. Results of
this experiment are shown in Fig. 5.
4.6 User Study
We conducted a user study in order to evaluate the coherence and
completeness of the generated summaries at various compression
budgets.We consider a scenario in which the user needs to complete
a fact checking task in a limited time. We randomly chose three
documents from both of our datasets for this purpose. Users were
given a summary of the documents and asked to answer a question.
The questions were mostly concerned with the key facts or events
described in the original article and asked users to verify whether
that key fact was present in the summary. Instruction were provided
to complete the task solely based on the content of the summary
and not depending on previous knowledge. Similar to [24] we used
multiple choice questions. Users could answer "Yes", "No", or "More
information is required". If users indicated that they needed more
information, a longer summary was shown paired with the same
question. If users could definitively verify the presence or absence
of the information, the task was considered complete. For example,
one of the question and summary pair provided to the users was
as follows. Question: "Does the story tell us why the narrator was
fired?" with the following summary: "I tried to return a lost wallet to
a customer who accused me of stealing it and then grabbed my hair.
We got in a physical fight and I was fired from my job".
4.6.1 Treatment: Our experiments (see Section 4.3 and 4.4) show
that among the two extractive baselines, PageRank-guided Sam-
pling (A2) performed significantly better on both datasets. Thus,
for fair comparison, we only compare MLS against A2 and A3 from
our setup. In addition to these, we also added two extreme settings:
(a) the full-Content setting in which the entire article was shown
to the users and (b) the no-Content setting in which only the ques-
tion (and no content) was shown. The full-content control setting
was added to make sure that the answer could indeed be answered
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from the article, while the no-content setting was added to ensure
that the questions themselves did not contain any hint about the
answers. Users were shown summaries generated with a budget
equal to 1/32 first. If they chose the "More information is required"
as their response, we provided a summary generated by the same
method with a budget of 1/16. The budget was doubled each time
until the user chose "Yes" or "No" or we reached the budget of 1/2.
At each compression budget, new sentences shown for the first
time were highlighted. We computed task completion time and user
response for each treatment.
4.6.2 Study details: 15 graduate students participated in this
study. Each user was assigned to two different settings. To prevent
information retention, no user was exposed to summaries generated
by two different methods for a same article. Users were encouraged
to complete the task as accurately and as fast as possible. Using a
balanced, incomplete block design, all 10 combinations of 5 settings
(MLS, A2, A3, Full-Content, and No-Content) and 2 datasets were
assigned to 3 subjects. Users were not given any information on
the method used to generate a summary. Order of the summaries
shown to a user by two competing methods were randomized.
4.6.3 Results: The average accuracy and task completion time (in
seconds) is shown in Table 5. We observe that the accuracy of the
no-Content setting is 0 on both datasets, meaning that the questions
did not contain any hint that could guide the users to the correct
answer. Our results on the MSR-Narrative dataset (D1) shows that
users could respond to the questions using MLS as accurately as
the Full-Content setting, while completing the task more than two
times faster. MLS outperformed both competing methods on dataset
D1. We also noticed that one of the users were able to respond to the
question correctly fromMLS generated summarieswhile failed to do
so from the original article. For the Thinking Machines dataset (D2),
MLS outperformed A2 closely following A3. In terms of accuracy,
out of the 6 articles selected for our experiment, MLS outperformed
A3 on 4 articles and comparatively on 1. MLS outperformed A3 on
5 out of 6 articles in terms of task completion time.
MLS A2 A3 No-Content Full-Content
D1 Accuracy 0.88 0.55 0.55 0.0 0.88Duration (s) 36.7 43.69 69.08 12.0 75.6
D2 Accuracy 0.55 0.44 0.66 0.0 0.88Duration (s) 70.24 68.9 96.47 20.95 132.86
Table 5: Average completion time and accuracy by MLS,
PageRank-guided Sampling (A2), convolutional Seq-to-Seq
model (A3), No-Content and Full-Content setting
5 CONCLUSION
We have proposed MLS – a supervised method for generating ab-
stractive summaries with limited training data at arbitrary compres-
sion budgets. Leveraging an extract-then-compress approach, we
construct budgeted summaries following a two-phase protocol. A
sequence-to-sequence network with attention called the MFS-Net
constructs the minimal feasible summary (mf s) by capturing the
key concepts of the document. The second network then generates
the budgeted summaries frommf s by leveraging an interpretable
multi-headed attention model. Following the principles of transfer
learning, we were able to construct high quality summaries with
limited training samples by pretraining our networks on the CNN-
DailyMail dataset. Using a mixture model approach, MLS constructs
high-quality summaries with reasonable grammatical accuracy.
Completeness and coherence of the summaries was further estab-
lished by a human evaluation study. In the future, we would like
to extend our work to task-driven summaries for domain-specific
extraction tasks. Personalized summaries leveraging a user-specific
context model is also an exciting research direction for future work.
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